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WELCOME to Kendal Unitarians 

 
Unitarians are very different  

 
   We don't have a particular set of beliefs that we expect you to agree with 

   Everyone who comes to the chapel is free to discover their own spiritual  
    path 
   We welcome people on any point of their spiritual journey: those who  
    have been seeking elsewhere or those whose journey has only just begun 
   We believe everyone has the right to seek truth and meaning for them 
    selves in mutual respect, and that reason and conscience are our best  
    guides 
   Our congregation includes people who are Christian, humanists, pagans, 
    agnostics, etc., or a mixture of all of these! 

Solstice celebration in Chapel garden. 

Five of the Secret Six on their latest jaunt. 



 
 

The world is indeed full of peril, and in it there are many dark places; but 

still there is much that is fair, and though in all lands love is now mingled 

with grief, it grows perhaps the greater.         

J.R.R. Tolkien, The Fellowship of the Ring. 

 

Inevitably, the thoughts of some contributors to this month’s Fellowship 

have turned to the troubles abroad in the world and, more immediately, the 

tragedies in our own country. 

  Looking out of the window of our mind onto such violent, negative and dis-

turbing scenes, it can be easy to forget that we are not seeing the whole 

vista, the wider landscape, in which there is also beauty, integrity, noble 

sacrifice and love. 

  Jesus said, “Let not your hearts be troubled, neither let them be afraid.” 

Wise advice. Fear colours and distorts what we see and how we react. Fear 

causes physical reactions in the body, speeds up the heart, weakens the 

muscles, increases adrenaline production, causes sweating, digestive prob-

lems and shallow breathing. It affects the way we think. When people are 

frightened, intelligent parts of the brain cease to dominate. Logical thinking 

is replaced by overwhelming emotions, causing people to be more reaction-

ary, less inclined to think holistically. 

  If you take on board the fact that reality conforms to our beliefs—that 

collectively and individually we co-create the reality in which we live by the 

energy thought-forms and intentions that we emanate, then people living in 

fear will create a world to be fearful of. People living in anger, even if that 

anger is in reaction to the atrocities they see happening, will create a world 

to be angry about. If you protest or react against injustices and cruelties 

and do so in a militant, angry or violent attitude, you are just adding those 

emotions to the energetic pot. It is very simple; what you send out, you get 

back. What we collectively send out, we get back. There are those in the 

real seats of power behind the scenes whose purpose it serves to have us 

locked into fear. (Perhaps more on that another time). 

  Do not play their game. Do not fall into fear. In these troubled and trou-

bling times hold fast to Love. Hold fast to a vision of a world of peace and 

calm and unity. Hold fast to a vision that all will be well; that great changes 

for good are on the way and that we can make that happen by the power of 

our intent and by the power of our loving energy.                                   Fran 
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What Is ‘Spiritual Links’? 

 
You may have read an article in the Westmorland Gazette recently under the 
heading Groups Share Their Faith. The article included a photograph of Freddie 
Buchanan, (the Peer Support Co-ordinator at South Lakeland Mind), Daniel 
Dyer, Karen O’Donoghue, Mike Humphreys and me from South Lakeland Inter-
faith Forum. In front of us (somewhat strangely) is a metal tea trolley piled high 
with Spiritual Links booklets. It was taken at the launch party. The five of us, 
along with Helen Towers, who led our recent Mindfulness course, have been 
working on the booklet over the last few months and as part of the project have 
also benefitted from some mental health awareness training.  
  At least one in every four people experiences mental health problems or issues 
and this figure appears to be rising. Worryingly, the statistics do not include 
those who have not asked for help.   
  We hope that the booklet will help build stronger relations between faith 
groups and the provision of mental health services in the South Lakes area. 
There may well be people in a particular faith community who feel isolated and 
who would value support from South Lakeland Mind. Conversely, faith groups 

have spiritual strengths which may be able to help foster mental health or well-
being. It’s a two-way thing. 
  The booklet provides an overview of the symptoms of mental health issues, 
the factors which could trigger a period of poor mental health and a wellbeing 
checklist. There is information about how Mind can help and details of some of 
the further support services that are available locally and nationally, such as 
websites and telephone help lines. The booklet is very attractively designed - 
thanks to Daniel’s expertise in publishing - and contains photographic images 
from the South Lakes area along with quotations from different religions offering 
uplifting and strengthening messages of hope and encouragement. 
  Spiritual Links is available free of charge from South Lakeland Mind at Strick-
landgate House, Kendal, LA9 4PU, and there is a small supply at the Chapel. I 
encourage you to read it, pass it on and make use of it if you can. 

Mandy Reynolds  

Oddly enough the overriding sensation I got looking at the 
earth was, my god that little thing is so fragile out there. 

                   Mike Collins, Apollo 11 astronaut, 

My view of our planet was a glimpse of divinity. We went to the Moon as technicians; 

we returned as humanitarians.                                Edgar Mitchell. Apollo 14 astronaut . 



Wedding Season Begins! 
 
One in May, one in June and four in July. Weddings seem to be becom-
ing a regular part of Chapel life.  
  The wedding on Saturday 27 May drew a lot of public attention as 
Richard Mathews (our familiar town crier) dressed in all his finery stood in the Market 
Place crying  “Oyez, oyez … I proclaim that Mistress Justine Anne Pearson, a fair maiden 
of the parish of Flookburgh, will be married to Mr Alexander Scott Brown, her dashing 
beau of the same parish in the Unitarian Chapel at 2.00pm this afternoon”. 
  As Justine arrived, wearing a long pale blue dress with silver detail at the waist and car-
rying a cream bouquet, the first few drops of rain started to fall. But there was time for a 
few photos to be taken of her standing at the Chapel entrance with her son Tom, looking 
very handsome in his Army Uniform, and her father, Derek Henshall. Alex and his best 
man, Ian Rimmer, were waiting at the front in traditional manner as, to the sound of My 
Girl, sung by The Temptations, Tom and bridesmaid Stacey Mottershaw (Alex’s daugh-
ter), wearing a navy dress with a silvery shrug, walked down the aisle followed by the 
bride and her proud father.  
  It started to get hotter and hotter in the Chapel before the weather broke and ladies 
were fanning themselves with the Orders of Service that the couple had produced, which 
had pictures of themselves as small babies on the front. The thunder and lightning came 
later that day, just after the wedding party had left to go to Kendal Golf Club for their re-
ception and I was walking home, but we could all hear the rain lashing down outside.   
  There were very many personal touches. Justine had decorated the Chapel herself with 
wicker hearts on the pew ends and her Mum had arranged cream and white flowers and 
blue delphiniums in glass vases. Alex plays classical guitar and we listened to recordings 
whilst the guests were gathering. During the ceremony a friend, Stuart Bricklebank, 
played guitar and during the signing of the registers (with Katie acting as Authorised Per-
son) Elizabeth Fawcett, a classically trained singer from Barrow who stood in for a singer 
friend who was unable to attend, sang Think of Me from Phantom of the Opera and other 
operatic pieces. Alex’s sister, Michelle, read The Promise by Eileen Rafter and Tom read 
the passage about being real, from The Velveteen Rabbit by Margery Williams .  
  As Mr and Mrs Brown walked down the aisle together we listened to a lovely cover ver-
sion of the Beatles song All You Need is Love by Rae Morris. 
  Hearts on pew ends is the trend. There were slightly different wicker hearts fastened to 
the pews ends, with ribbon this time. Marilyn and Sally had helped our next bride, Helen 
Lisa Hartley, plan the decorations for her wedding on Friday 16 June. Marilyn spent sev-
eral days bringing armfuls of grasses, daisies, honeysuckle and all manner of wild flowers 
into the Chapel. There were decorated jam jars of flowers standing on slices of maple 
wood from Marilyn’s garden on every window ledge or shelf and the main arrangement at 
the front included pale pink roses. We were able to enjoy these on Sunday and, at the 
couple’s kind invitation, took the jars of flowers home after the Service. There was also a 
dramatic and very thirsty ‘wiggle’ in the entrance porch [I shall not explain further - flower 
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arrangers will understand].  
  I was a little anxious on Friday morning as I was putting the final touches together be-
cause as I moved the vase of roses and grasses next to the three candlesticks that would 
be used for the candle lighting ceremony during the service a shower of pollen fell onto 
the table. Fortunately, there didn’t appear to be any hay fever sufferers amongst the con-
gregation – no sneezes or streaming eyes anyway, apart from tears shed by the bride.   
  Just after 3.00pm, I popped into the Chapel to reassure the groom, Mark Shepherd, 
who was standing waiting at the front with his ‘best person’ - daughter Josie - that his 
bride had arrived. A short time later, once the photographers had done their work, organ-
ist of the day, Jo Rogers, started playing the familiar Bridal March from Lohengrin by 
Richard Wagner. No bridesmaids this time, just Helen and her dad, Ross Martin, waiting 
to set off and walking down the aisle as slowly as possible so that they didn’t get to the 
front as the music had barely started. Ross had come to the rehearsal with Helen and 
Mark on the Wednesday evening and John (who was Authorised Person on the day) 
played it through so that we could practice what is probably the trickiest part to get right 
on the day, what with nerves and all. Another very proud dad so pleased to be at Chapel 
on his daughter’s special day.  
  We all sang at this wedding. The couple had chosen two hymns: Give Me Joy In My 
Heart and Lord of the Dance as they wanted to create a joyful mood and “everyone 
knows those”. Nonetheless, from experience, I was half expecting to be up the front do-
ing more a less a solo, so I was pleased that Graham and Linda Phoenix were in the 
congregation, as well as John, to help me out if necessary. Another anxiety laid to rest – 
everyone sang.  
  Helen’s daughter, Laura, read I Will Be Here by Stephen Curtis Chapman and we had 
prayers too, including The Lord’s Prayer. During the signing of the registers the congre-
gation listened to One Day Like This by the group Elbow and then Greatest Day by Take 
That. Fortunately, Jo was at the piano to play lots of extra music once the CD had fin-
ished – it takes an age to fill in and sign the two registers and the marriage certificate to 
take away.  
  Finally, Mr and Mrs Shepherd were able to leave the vestry and Marilyn pressed ‘play’ 
and turned up the volume as the couple processed out to Higher and Higher by Jackie 
Wilson. This time it wasn’t raining and there were lots more photos taken in the garden. 
  Justine, Alex, Helen, and Mark have all said that we can use some wedding photos on 
our new website, which I am very pleased about – watch that space! 
Weddings coming up next … 

  Each one will be different and that is what I love about working with couples 
over the months leading up to their big day. John Pickering will be conducting 
the wedding for Wendy and David as they are friends. I know that the co-
creation of that ceremony has already begun.                                  Rev Mandy 
   5 
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 Facing a Time of Trouble Together      

 
When I came into the Chapel on Sunday 4th of June to set up for my Changing 
the World service, Tony asked if I’d heard about the terrorist attack in London 
on Saturday night. I hadn’t. We’d had friends over and didn’t switch on the TV 
or Radio. This awful event came only a week after we’d held a minute’s silence 
for the Manchester attack during the previous Poems, Prayers and Promises ser-
vice. 
  As terrible as the recent UK terrorist attacks are for the families of the victims, 
they are part of the ongoing problem of ‘home-grown terrorists’ affecting many 
nations today. Some say serious questions now need to be asked, as to why, if 
our security services knew who the attackers were, they took no effective steps 
to prevent their activities. We will have to wait and see what the truth is on that 
issue – if indeed anyone definitively knows that.  
  As a non-Muslim, I can only sympathise with the majority of Muslims who seek 
to live peacefully in the UK and to be part of our society. Such extreme terrorist 
attacks by the followers of ISIS are as much an attack on ordinary Muslims as 
on the rest of us.  

  The London attack on Saturday 3  June happened during the Month of Rama-
dan, a period which, as three Muslim leaders interviewed on TV said, is a time of 
peace and contemplation. According to a representative of the Quilliam Founda-
tion for Islamic Studies, it is a time for making supplications (due) to God. Going 
out and killing innocent civilians goes against everything Islam stands for. Mo-
hammed Khaliel, founder of Islamix, said that those who commit such atrocities 
want to split mainstream Muslims from Western values. He said that such peo-
ple abhor everything good. In effect, it is all about them against the world; ISIS 
just happens to fuel their existing paranoid delusions. Psychologically, such peo-
ple could as easily find a cause in the Klu Klux Klan. Today it is a distorted mi-
nority within Islam that they have latched on to. Such acts do not represent the 
true spirit of Islam any more than the Spanish Inquisition represented the true 
spirit of Christianity.  
  The three Muslim leaders interviewed in London after the attack, agreed that 
the UK needs to not only put more resources into counter-terrorism but into ini-
tiatives such as the Prevent Program to help stop disaffected young people be-
ing sucked into the black hole of ‘Hate Groups’ such as ISIS. These three leaders 

made it clear that, as Muslims, they are also British and stand together with all 
faiths in the UK against hate and terror. For the whole world today it is certainly 
a time of trouble, at many levels – but we must not become disempowered by 
all the negativity – for there are many people from every culture all over the 
world working to make positive changes; take a look at Japan’s NHK World news 
service or visit websites such as: The Daily Good, Positive News, and the Huff-
ington Post, where you get news about all the good and positive things individ-
ual humans and small companies are doing to help change the world for the 
better.            

http://www.dailygood.org/
http://positivenews.org.uk/
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The Dalai Lama said “My religion is very simple. My religion is kindness.” 
Mother Teresa said: “I alone cannot change the world, but I can cast a stone 
across the waters to create many ripples.” 
  If we put these two thoughts together and apply them in our lives, and en-
courage others to do the same, we can play our part in making positive change 
happen. The energy we put out into life tends to have a domino effect. Acts of 
kindness create ripples: others appreciate what was done for them and then 
decide to do good in turn. Compassion for the world, its people, and species, 
will help bring about a more positive outcome for the future. Even at local lev-
els, initiatives such as the recent launch of SLIF and Mind South Lakeland’s 
Spiritual Links booklet, will help people of different faiths in our own community 
build trust and stronger relationships together. It is all about being together.  
  In a recent program on the BBC World Service it was highlighted that many 
seamen on container ships now have their ships held in ports due to companies 
going out of business - this means they don’t get paid for months. Those most 
affected are inevitably crews from the poorest nations: the Philippines and the 
African coasts. Such crews are a whole mixture of religions: Christians, Bud-
dhists, Hindu, Muslims and everyone in between. When asked about whether 

this mix of religions made for trouble on board; a crew member said “Not at all, 
religion isn’t a problem, because first and foremost we are all seafarers; we are 
all in this together.”    
  In a larger sense we too, no matter what religion or culture we belong to, are 
also seafarers. For every one of us is a passenger on spaceship Earth as it trav-
els through the vast ocean of the cosmos. It is the only home we have; we are 
all in this together: one race of Humanity; all children of One Creator. 

John Pickering 

S om e ‘re flective w ords ’ g leaned from  here and there that have been c ircu la ting 
in  response to  recent events. In  the darkness le t us a ll seek …  and find the light.  
  M any w ill have seen the fo llow ing in  the Inquirer –  if you have not seen it, I 
urge you to  take a m om ent to read th is  p iece, w hich w as found at R avensbruck 
concentration cam p, w here 92,000 w om en and ch ildren d ied, scraw led on w rap-
p ing paper near a  dead ch ild .  
 
“O  Lord, rem em ber not on ly  the m en and w om an of good w ill, but a lso those of 
ill w ill. B ut do not rem em ber a ll o f the suffering they have in flic ted upon us: In-
s tead rem em ber the fru its w e have borne because of this  suffering: our fe llow -
sh ip, our loya lty  to one another, our hum ility, our courage, our generos ity , the 
greatness of heart that has grow n from  th is  trouble. W hen our persecutors com e 
to  be judged by you, le t a ll o f these fru its that w e have borne be the ir forg ive-
ness.” 
 
John C h1 v5: T he L ight sh ines in  the darkness, and the darkness has not over-
com e it.                                                                                                  A nn W .                           



PROFITING OUT OF WOMEN 

 

Further to the points I raised in my recent Sunday service on the question of Changing 

the World, i.e.: changing the consumer driven modus operandi of human society for the 

better, a relevant piece of news came to my attention this week. This year the Radio 
Flyer Scooter for boys was sold in the shops for £24.99; at the same time exactly, the 

same product in blue trim rather than pink trim, was sold to girls for £49.99. Why? 

  The reason becomes clear when you begin to check out the price of many mass pro-

duced retail products sold to women. It is revealing to compare them with the same 

products for men, especially bathroom toiletries. These products use basically the same 

ingredients and the same containers/packaging materials as for men’s products, except 

they have different graphics, but you will see that women are paying on average at least 

10% more in the shops than men do for essentially the same products. Why? 

  Considering that all across the Western world women earn on average 17% less than 

men for doing exactly the same jobs, these unwarranted prices for women’s products are 

simply a sign of cynical, greedy and grasping marketing by major Western mass produc-

ers.  
  Having been involved in the gift market for many years, where most products are mass 

produced in Taiwan and China, along with at least 90% of fashion products: clothes, 

shoes, handbags etc., one tends towards a more realistic view of product pricing than is 

portrayed by the ‘must have’ marketing in the media used by most major suppliers, and 

which is largely aimed directly at exploiting women. Hence the cynical tag line: “We’re 

worth it!”  

  We can use the ‘handbag principle’ as a rule of thumb for determining the probable 

cost price. According to the handbag principle any handbag that is retailed for £50.00 

will not have cost more than £5.00 to produce. In the Greetings Card Market, for exam-

ple, if you pay £2.50 for a card in the shops it will not have cost more than 50p to pro-

duce, much less if manufactured in the Far East. A friend, who was owner and MD of a 
large publishing company, regularly visited Taiwan to source products. He was very 

happy that he had never paid more than £40.00 for a hand-made silk suit, which in Lon-

don retailed for over £500. This gives some idea of the enormous percentages slapped 

onto some products once they leave the point of origin. Obviously, we have to add on to 

all these prices shipping costs, middlemen’s commission and wholesaler’s overheads, 

but even so, by the time they get to the shops the product price in most cases has become 

hugely inflated beyond its initial cost.   

  In some countries, the workers who produce what we see in our shops earn less than 

£2.00 per hour. Many are children who get paid even less. But no matter what we pay 

here for such products, the manufacturing workers never get paid any more than the go-

ing rate in their country. The final selling price is due to the percentages of commission/

profit and overheads added onto the product on its way to the shop. No wonder many 
retailers get into difficulties today, for they too are trapped in the chain of inflated pric-

ing of mass produced products. The cynical pricing of such products for women by ma-

jor companies simply reflects the greed-driven values of those companies. As one 

woman said recently, this made her feel like whacking the highly paid CEOs of such 

exploitative companies with one of their own highly priced handbags!  

John Pickering  
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“WHAT THE WORLD NEEDS NOW IS LOVE”. 

Lyrics by HAL DAVID - Music by BURT BACHARACH. 
 
Hal described how the song came about: 
 
“I was living in Roslyn, New York and drove into Manhattan every day to meet 
Burt (Bacharach) at the Brill Building in Famous Music’s offices on the sixth floor, 
where we did our writing. Mine was a rock and roll house where each of my kids 
had a band that practised there. It was hard for me to find somewhere quiet to 
work so I would drive into town slowly, which would give me the opportunity to 
think and get ideas. I would write in my head during the ride. One day, I 
thought of the first two lines of a song: 
 

What the world needs now is love, sweet love. 
It’s the only thing that there’s just too little of. 

 
Before I got to Manhattan I had the rest of the chorus set the way it is today. 
Then I needed the verse section. When I began to write the first verse, every-

thing I thought about just seemed off: we don’t need a plane to fly faster, we 
don‘t need a submarine to go deeper. I tried and tried, it just didn’t feel right. 
  In a month or two or three, I tried again. It was always the same thing. I 
needed something to compare it to and everything I thought about had nothing 
to do with the person I was talking to: God. It took more time to write these 
lyrics than any other. I realized that I needed to write the antithesis – what we 
didn’t need. One day on the ride to New York, it came to me: 
 

Lord, we don’t need another mountain, 
There are mountains and hillsides enough to climb, 

There are oceans and rivers enough to cross, 
Enough to last till the end of time. 

 
(It is thought by some that in this verse Hal is making a reference to The Book 
of Exodus were the Israelites had to cross "mountains" "valleys and "oceans" to 
reach the land of Canaan.) 
  Hal continues: I knew that was it. I wrote about all of the things that had to do 

with nature and what God gives us. I gave the lyrics to Burt and he wrote a 
fabulous melody”. 
Here are the lyrics in full: 
 

What the world needs now is love, sweet love. 
It's the only thing that there's just too little of. 
What the world needs now is love, sweet love, 

No not just for some but for everyone. 
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Lord, we don't need another mountain, 

There are mountains and hillsides enough to climb. 
There are oceans and rivers enough to cross, 

Enough to last till the end of time.  
 

What the world needs now is love, sweet love. 
It's the only thing that there's just too little of. 
What the world needs now is love, sweet love, 

No, not just for some but for everyone. 
 

Lord, we don't need another meadow, 
There are cornfields and wheat fields enough to grow. 
There are sunbeams and moonbeams enough to shine. 

Oh listen, lord, if you want to know. 
 

What the world needs now is love, sweet love. 
It's the only thing that there's just too little of. 
What the world needs now is love, sweet love, 

No, not just for some,  
oh, but just for every, everyone. 

Ann W. 
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Quotations From Br Sean’s Morning Prayers and Vespers Emails 
 
One of the tasks of true friendship is to listen compassionately and 

creatively to the hidden silences. Often secrets are not revealed in 

words, they lie concealed in the silence between the words or in the 

depth of what is unsayable between two people. 

John O'Donohue, Anam Cara: A Book of Celtic Wisdom. 

 

Blessed is the servant who loves his brother as much when he is sick and useless as when he is 

well and can be of service to him. And blessed is he who loves his brother as well when he is afar 

off as when he is by his side, and who would say nothing behind his back he might not, in love, 

say before his face.                                                                                                     St. Francis.  

Do you know what you are? You are a manuscript of a divine letter. 
You are a mirror reflecting a noble face.  
This universe is not outside of you.  
Look inside yourself; everything that you want,  
you are already that. 

Jalaluddin Rumi, Hush, Don't Say Anything to God: Passionate Poems of Rumi 
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 Chapel Membership 

 
You may apply for membership of the chapel if a) you have been attending for 
at least six months and b) you are in sympathy with the beliefs, values and 
ethos of our chapel and of the Unitarian movement.    
  Members participate in the ‘Envelope Scheme’, which means you have an en-
velope for every Sunday in the year in which you put your donations for the 
chapel. Members are required to pay a minimum of £35 per annum to cover the 
cost of the Quota. The Quota is the charge per member which the chapel has to 
pay to Headquarters to help with its (HQ’s) maintenance. Money which you pay 
above £35 goes to help our own chapel’s funds. 
  Those of you who are already members, please note that the Quota sum has 
gone up to £35 as from 2015. 
  The Chapel is facing huge financial outlays at present because of major essen-
tial repairs to the shops we own in Kendal, and which in turn provide us with 
our major source of income. In view of this may I respectfully suggest that you 
please increase your donation if this is possible for you?    
  Advantages of being a member: you are entitled to ask for financial support if 

you want to go on a Unitarian-based course or project (you may not get it! – 
each case is considered separately by the Trustees). You are also entitled to 
vote in Unitarian matters – e.g. when a new national Executive Committee 
member is elected. Anyone thinking of joining, please talk to me!        

Jo Rogers 
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Don’t Forget the Chapel AGM! 

 
The chapel AGM will be held after a short service on Sunday 16th July. This is 
a very important date in the chapel year, and we hope that everyone who can 
attend will be there. The running of the chapel is in the hands of its members 
– your views are important!  
  A buffet lunch will be provided, and the meeting will start after lunch at 
about 12.30pm. 
  We’ll be voting for the new committee and discussing items of business (the 
agenda is on the noticeboard in the schoolroom). There will be an open forum 
at the end of the meeting in which you can put forward any comments, ideas 
or questions about the chapel during the past year or going forward into the 
future. The open forum will incorporate the newly established quarterly meet-
ing on ministry at Kendal, and we’ll also be discussing plans for the chapel’s 
300th anniversary in 2020. 
  So please support your chapel and your meeting… we want to hear your 
views. Everyone has a unique contribution to make, so please come along and 
take part. 

I look forward to seeing you there! 
Hazel Clarke, Chair of the chapel trustees. 

We Lay our Broken World - by Anna Briggs 
 

We lay our broken world in sorrow at your feet, 
haunted by hunger, war, and fear; oppressed by power and hate. 

 

Where human life seems less than profit, might, and pride, 
though to unite us all in you, you lived, and loved, and died. 

 
We bring our broken hopes, for lives of dignity; 

workless and overworked, you love and call us to be free. 
 

We bring our broken loves, friends parted, families torn; 
then, in your life and death, we see that love must be reborn. 

 
We bring our broken selves, confused and closed and tired; 

then through your gift of healing grace new purpose is inspired. 
 

Come fill us, Fire of God, our life and strength renew; 
                  find in us love and hope and trust, and lift us up to you.       Ann W 

Yesterday I was clever, so I wanted to change the world. Today I am wise, so I 

am changing myself.                                                                                            Rumi 
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A little boy was waiting for his mother. As 

he waited, he was approached by a man 

who asked, "Son, can you tell me where 

the Post Office is?" 

The little boy replied, "Sure! Just go 

straight down this street a couple blocks 

and turn to your right." 

The man thanked the boy kindly and 

said, "I'm the new pastor in town. I'd like 

you to come to church on Sunday. I'll 

show you how to get to Heaven." 

The little boy replied with a chuckle, 

"You're bull-shitting me, right? You don't 

even know the way to the Post Office!" 

Which letters come next in this sequence? 
 



 
Every Sunday at Chapel. Meditation. 10.15—10.45 am. 
Come and join us for silent meditation in the Meeting Room on Sunday morning 
before Sunday service. We start with 5 minutes of music, then into silence.  

                               Sue Parry 
 
Monthly Service for Unity and Global Peace. 2:00pm. Chapel Gap, Storth 
Road, Storth, LA7 7JL. Organised by the Tau Community of St. Francis, this is an 
Interfaith service on the first Sunday of every month at the Monastery, where 
members of the Tau Family join local people in a service for global unity and 

peace. All warmly welcome. The service lasts about an hour. More details from 
Rob Crompton, 01524 762292 – or just turn up. 
NB. If any of the Unitarian chapel members would like to come and join us after 
your chapel service and partake of homemade soup and bread from the monk’s 
kitchen, say 12.30-1pm before the service starts here, then they are indeed 
most welcome, but, if they could email me at: brothersean@btinternet.com be-
fore the Sunday to confirm so we don’t run out of soup/s.                    Br Sean                                                                                                                     
 
MORNING PRAYERS via Lifestream.   
Dear technophobes, I finally worked out how one can go live on Facebook for 
our daily prayers as well as using the Daily Prayer Channel on Lifestream. So, if 
you have been having issues trying to join us live for daily prayers on our 
Lifestream channel, then why not come and join me live every morning and eve-
ning on our Facebook page. Prayers 09:00am and Evening Vespers 05:00pm 
GMT. https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100008490064593 

Brother Sean  
 
Third Saturday in the Month. Churches Fellowship for Psychical and 
Spiritual Studies (CFPSS). Unitarian Chapel Schoolroom. Meetings start at 
1pm and run for about 2 hours, but most people bring lunch and gather at 
12.30 for an informal chat beforehand. Next meeting: 15 July.                

John Pickering 
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Kumen Visit to Dalemain Mansion and Gardens. 14 June 2017. 
 

On a very warm but overcast day the Secret Six, all members of KUMEN, packed 
into two cars, driven by Dave Parry and Don Kerr, (with thanks to them both 
and without whom we would have gone nowhere). We sallied forth once more 
to the land of the Reivers, to visit Dalemain Mansion, which is located near to 
Penrith. 
  An enjoyable lunch was taken at the Brackenrigg Inn, which has wonderful 
views over Ullswater and its own micro brewery! It was then but a short drive to 
the Mansion nearby. A peel tower was built on the site during the reign of King 
Henry II. The old hall dates back to the 14th century, with wings added in the 
16th century; the building has remained in the Hasell family since 1679, when it 
was acquired by Sir Edward Hasell, who had been a steward to Lady Anne Clif-
ford. The main frontage of the building was added in 1744. The house was 
opened to the public in 1977 but remains very much lived in by the Hasell-
McCosh family, where rooms are used throughout the year. 
  The house has an extensive garden, which received the Garden of the Year 
Award, sponsored by the Historic Houses Association and Christie's, in 2013. We 
all found the garden extremely interesting and very colourful at this time of the 
year. I am assured that there were blue poppies in the lower garden but it was 
inaccessible to me on my mobility scooter. 
  Lastly, it was time to visit the tea room located in the mediaeval hall where 
various cakes and beverages were taken. Also on display in the tea room are the 
Double Gold and Gold winners’ marmalades from this year’s ‘World’s Original 
Marmalade Awards’, which are all for sale. We found that in recent years Dale-
main has become well known for its marmalades and holds The World’s Original 
Marmalade Awards Homemade Category each year. I tasted all six samples on 
display and they were truly wonderful. 
The verdict - another very enjoyable day out.                                            DC 
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Summer Solstice Ceremony in the Garden - Saturday 17 June 2017. 

 
When I took the Sunday Service with the theme Summer Solstice on 19 June 2016, I 
said that I thought it would be nice to have a ceremony outside in the garden next year. I 
mentioned the idea to Tony McNeile of the Unitarian Earth Spirit Network a while ago, 
thinking that he and some others could come along and do something for us. That wasn’t 
to be as the Bolton Group, which Tony belongs to, had made other plans. I took what 
seemed like a very brave decision to ‘go for it’ and put something together myself.  
  There were 13 or 14 of us: John and Katie, Phil and Rosie, Linda and Graham, Elspeth, 
Sue, Ann K, John C, David C, John H and me, in the garden. The 14th person present 
was Griff, from the vantage point of his flat. I swear that he was using binoculars as he 
noticed that Sue had bare feet. He denied that so I tested him by asking if he knew how 
many white rose petals formed the circle on the grass - I had brought them from my gar-
den at home and counted them as I put them into jars. He said he didn’t know but al-
though he could hear Sue’s Celtic drum during our ceremony, the music from the George 
& Dragon Pub drowned out the Folk music we played afterwards. 
  Griff had also watched earlier as I prepared the space for us. I placed a large lantern in 
the centre of the lawn and coiled around it a 12-metre length band of red, orange and 
yellow cloth, which I had made to represent the flames - as we weren’t sure whether we 
would have a real fire or not. Next, having a hopeless sense of direction, I used an app 
on my mobile phone (technology has it’s place) to establish the direction of North, South, 
East and West and marked these with small stone slabs borrowed from the multi-faith 
garden. I placed small lanterns on each of these and also glass jars of wild flowers bor-
rowed from the display in Chapel from the wedding the previous day. Finally, I did my 
best to make a circle joining the stones up with the rose petals - there were 300, in case 
you were wondering.  
  After a brief introduction, it seemed appropriate to think of the Grenfell Tower tragedy in 
London three days earlier - especially so because fire was an important element of our 
celebration. We paused for a few moments to remember those who had died or were 
missing, those injured, those who had escaped but lost everything, those who had wit-
nessed the events, those who live in that community and those whose lives have been 
changed in any way because of it. We also remembered with gratitude, once again, the 
tireless bravery of the men and women in our Police, Fire and Health Services - used to 
dealing with terrible events as part of their every working day but not on this scale and 
following so close upon terrorist attacks in London and Manchester. 
  Loss of life - human or animal - is always hard to bear but we know that it is the natural 
way of things - nothing lives on Earth forever. But the scale and manner of death is truly 
horrific and puts another perspective on the fragility of life. Phil read a poem that a friend 
had sent me the previous day, which had reminded her of how precious our lives are and 
how strong a connection we have to the Earth.  
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If I Should Never See the Moon Again  
  

If I should never see the moon again 
Rising red gold across the harvest field 

Or feel the stinging soft rain 
As the brown earth her treasures yield. 
If I should never taste the salt sea spray 

As the ship beats her course across the breeze. 
Or smell the dog-rose and new-mown hay, 

or moss or primroses beneath the tree. 
If I should never hear the thrushes wake 

Long before the sunrise in the glimmering dawn. 
Or watch the huge Atlantic rollers break 

Against the rugged cliffs in baffling scorn. 
If I have to say good bye to stream and wood, 

To wide ocean and the green clad hill, 
I know that he, who made this world so good 
Has somewhere made a heaven better still. 

This bears witness with my latest breath, 
Knowing the love of God, 

                                                   I fear no death.                       by Major Malcolm Boyd 
 
After an invocation and another poem called The Solstice Teaches Us, by David Bree-
don, which was read by John P, we honoured the five elements with four of us in turn 
entering the circle from the West and walking slowly round in a clockwise direction light-
ing the lanterns representing Fire in the South, Water in the West, Earth in the North and 
Air in the East, whilst I spoke some words which gave time for reflection and sharing. 
Finally, Sue entered the circle and lit the candle in the large lantern as we gave thanks to 
Spirit which is within and without and ever-present. We asked that our outer achieve-
ments would become part of our spiritual understanding and inner work. 
  Before the ceremony drew to a close we listened to Ninebarrow singing Summer Fires 
and then took it in turns to sprinkle herbs onto the ‘fire’ and speak as we felt moved whilst 
Sue played her drum. John C was aware of Griff’s presence and spoke of the circles 
which extended beyond the rose petal one in the garden. There was the circle on the 

same plane as the grass but another one from David C, who had trav-
elled down from his flat to join us, up to Griff and many other circles ex-
tending outwards from the Chapel into Kendal. 
  It was a glorious evening and thanks are due to everyone who brought 
delicious food to eat and especially to Linda who set the tables inside 
and Graham who helped me with the technology side of things. It actu-
ally worked!   
To be repeated.                                                                          Mandy                                                                                   
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 JULY AT A GLANCE 
 

Sat  1 Coffee morning               
Sun  2 Meditation. 10.15—10.45 am. Meeting Room. 
   SERVICE  11.00 am   Led by Rev John Clifford 
   Walls, Bridges, Colanders and Me. 
   Followed by Communion led by Rev Griff Jones 
Mon  3 John Campbell in Chapel Office 10:00 - 2:00 
Tues  4    
Wed  5 Coffee morning             KUMEN 1:00 
Thurs  6      Singing Group 11:00 - 12:00 
   Administrator in Chapel Office 10:00 - 1:00    
Fri  7 Alternative Perspectives Lecture 7pm 
Sat  8 Coffee morning           
Sun  9 Meditation. 10.15—10.45 am. Meeting Room. 
   SERVICE  11.00 am   Led by Graham Phoenix  
   The Oneness of God: An Affirmation of Unitarianism. 
Mon  10     John Campbell in Chapel Office 10:00 - 2:00  
Tues  11       
Wed  12 Coffee morning   
Thurs  13 Administrator in Chapel Office 10:00 - 1:00  
Fri  14  
Sat  15 Coffee morning          
Sun  16 Meditation. 10.15—10.45 am. Meeting Room. 
   SERVICE  11.00 am Led by John Campbell 
   300 Years: The Past, Present and Future. 
   Followed by the AGM. 
Mon  17 John Campbell in Chapel Office 10:00 - 2:00 
Tues  18  
Wed  19 Coffee morning    
Thurs  20      Singing Group 11:00 - 12:00 
   Administrator in Chapel Office 10:00 - 1:00 
Fri  21  
Sat   22 Coffee morning          
Sun   23 Meditation. 10.15—10.45 am. Meeting Room. 
   SERVICE  11.00 am  Led by Graham Phoenix 
   Commandments and Rules in Religion. 
Mon  24 John Campbell in Chapel Office 10:00 - 2:00 
Tues  25  
Wed  26 
Thurs  27 Administrator in Chapel Office 10:00 - 1:00 
Fri  28 Open House at 1 Church Walk, Kendal, from 2pm. 
Sat   29 Coffee morning          
Sun   30 SERVICE  11.00 am  Led by Laura Dobson 
   Lughnasadh. An Earth-based Celebration of the Harvest of the First Fruits. 
Mon  31 



 July Coffee Morning Rota 

Any views expressed in this publication are those of the contributors and do not 
necessarily express the views of the editor, committee or trustees.  

July Chalice Lighters 
 
 2    Linda P 
 9    Helen J 
16   David P 
23   Sue P 
30   Don 

Deadline for next 
issue: 23 July 

DATE COFFEE 
PREP 

TEA 
PREP 

COUNTER WASH UP DRYING /  
PUTTING AWAY 

Sat 1 Elspeth Elspeth Jo Lynda Rauf 

Wed 5 CA NC EL LE D 

Sat 8 Phil Phil ? Lynda ? 

Wed 12 Fred Fred Rauf John B Gaynor 

Sat 15 Rosie Rosie David C Katie Mandy 

Wed 19 Fred Fred Gaynor Rosie  Ann 

Sat 22 Linda P Linda P Joan S Graham P Lynda 

Wed 26 Sue Sue Elspeth ? Joan S 

Sat 29 Helen Helen David C Marilyn ? 
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Answer. naj. Starting from 
September and working 
backwards, sequence is 
first 3 letters of each 
month in reverse order. 

If possible when supplying newsletter copy by email please 
observe the following: 
1. Please supply as a Word doc, a Publisher doc, or simple 
text in the body of the email. Do NOT send as a pdf; that 
makes me more work! 
2. Please use Tahoma font, size 10. 
3. Do NOT justify text 
4. Please label photographs. Leaving just the image numbers 
on is not helpful.                                                      Thanks. Fran 

The Fellowship is available as a pdf file. If you would like to receive it in this format, 
rather than as hard copy, please let Fran know: booksbyfran@btinternet.com 

If you are on the rota and have to cancel then, if it is not an emergency, 
please try and find a replacement before contacting Helen. If you can fill in 
any of the gaps, please let Helen know. Contact: helenjones573@gmail.com 

Back cover: I was really excited to see these seven cygnets and their parents 
near Abbot Hall. It made me feel almost light-headed and certainly light-footed. 
Swans form such wonderful close-knit families. I think that if I had to choose a 
bird to change into, it would be a swan.                                      John Campbell 
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MINISTRY TEAM LEADER: Rev Amanda Reynolds 

Spiritual matters, pastoral care and weddings, baptisms and funerals. 
Tel: 01539 726181  Mobile: 07545 375721  
mandy.unitarianoffice@gmail.com  
 
 
UCHAPEL OFFICERS 
 
Chair        Mrs Ann Wilcox 
 
Treasurer       Mr John Campbell, 1 Church Walk, Kirkland, Kendal, Cumbria 
                     LA9 5AG                                      01539 232172 
 
Administrator  Mrs Jayne Finch, 48 Emesgate Lane, Silverdale LA5 0RF 
                         unitarianoffice@gmail.com                    MOB: 07426 096608  
 
Organist       Ms Jo Rogers, Underscar, Brigsteer, Nr Kendal LA8 8AN 
                                                                            015395 68631 
 
Organist       Mr John Campbell, as above 
 
Fellowship       Mrs Fran Pickering, 69 Sandylands Rd, Kendal LA9 6JG 
Editor               booksbyfran@btinternet.com                             01539 721247 
 
 
UTRUSTEES OFFICERS 
 
Chair        Ms Hazel Clarke, Pear Tree Cottage, The Row, Lyth, Kendal,  
        LA8 8DD                                                         015395 68284 
 
Treasurer         Mr John Campbell, as above 
 
Caretaker         Mr Tony Egglestone, 64 Low Garth, Kendal LA9 5PA 
                                                                           07455 123317. 
 
Chapel Office: 01539 737021  
Vestry/Kitchen: 01539 739442 
 
 
Kendal Unitarian Chapel 
Branthwaite Brow 
Market Place  

Kendal LA9 4TN  
 



  

Chapel prepared for the 
wedding of Helen and Mark. 
Helen and Mark, with Rev 
Mandy Reynolds. 

Town Crier  
Marriage of Justine and Alex 
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